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After listening to Mu Sili's words, Bai nianxi's eyes were still full of despair, but in a
shudder, he shook his head: "you, you are not such a person..."

Mousse's eyes were suddenly confused and shaken, but this shake lasted for less than a
second, so he used rude binding work to drive out all the shakes.

Bai nianxi is suddenly tied up with his hands and feet by Mu Sili. Or to prove that he is
a cold-blooded and heartless man, Mu Sili crudely pushes Bai nianxi to the ground.

"Hiss..." The whole body fell heavily on the ground, and Bai nianxi gave out a shallow
chant in pain.

How to cover it up, Musi Li's heart was still pained by this chant. This kind of feeling
from the heart made Musi Li more irritable and crazy. His nature and position were at
two extremes, which was about to split Musi Li into two kinds of personality.

"If only we had been married! Why Mousse left the hysterical roar.

The roar hurt Bai nianxi's eardrum. At the same time, there was a sound of panic
spreading wings?

Bai nianxi was distracted by the fluttering sound. The candle light could not make her
see what kind of animal the panicked spread wings came from. She could only hear the
fluttering sound no less than the roar of musili.

"You look at me!" Seeing that Bai nianxi seemed distracted and ignoring his roar, his
heart was even more hurt.

"You Let me go and don't do anything stupid, OK? " Bai nianxi felt as if she had tasted
the salty taste on the tip of her tongue. Then she realized that the panic had filled her
face with tears.

"Stupid thing? Hum, "Mu Sili tied Bai nianxi's arm and chest with the rest of the
coarse cloth, so that she lost her only ability of action." it's good here. You're here.
Rest in peace. I'm Mu's family. With you and kangmobei, I don't have me. "

After that, moussili stood up and left the entrance without hesitation.
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Just now, at least there was Musi left. Bai nianxi thought that it was the limit of her
fear. Seeing that Musi left, her fear seemed to break through her heart, and her blood
seemed to flow backwards.

"Stop! Don't go away! " Bai nianxi wriggles and struggles.

Her cry had no effect. Except for the candle on the ground, which still had about 70%
of the light, she could no longer see Mu Sili's back. She could only hear the extremely
strange footsteps moving away

After helping Luo Luo pack up his drawing board and tools, Kang Mo Bei naturally
goes out of the tent to look for Bai nianxi.

However, after several rounds of searching, there was no her figure beside the
campfire or at the shooting site. The bad feeling in conmobei's heart became stronger
and stronger. After he found that mousse had disappeared, his uneasiness gripped his
heart tightly.

"Nianxi!" Kangmobei shouts and searches for places where she might be. After
looking at dozens of tents one by one, kangmobei realizes in horror that Bai nianxi is
really gone!

Hearing the cry of commobei, all the staff cast puzzled eyes.

"What are you looking at! Hurry to find someone! Mousse is gone! Nianxi is gone!
Nianxi!! Where are you? " He roared like a maniac. Even on the fishing boat that was
smearing the return journey, there was a dark shadow, as if he was looking at the
desert island.

Ji Zhiye felt bad when he heard the news. He quickly called for the suspension of all
work and asked everyone to search for Bai nianxi's whereabouts.

"Woo woo Mommy... " Lolo soon realized what had happened, but he could only cry.

Kangmobei's heart is aching. He holds Lolo and searches for Bai nianxi's figure along
the desert island coast.

……

Bai nianxi hasn't come yet and is very glad that musili hasn't blocked her mouth. After
several cries for help, Bai nianxi is desperate again. It seems that her voice can't be
heard outside What should I do?



The panic became more and more intense. Just now, the strange sound of flapping
wings came. The dim candle couldn't let Bai nianxi see which kind of winged animal it
was, but the faint candle light formed a reflection of light. In front of Bai nianxi More
and more floodlight eyes, strange light up, and even more and more.

Seeing the cold eyes in the dark, hundreds of them were so scared that Bai nianxi
almost lost his voice and his blood was frozen

The surging of Qi and blood makes Bai nianxi faint because of fear, and the sound of
flapping wings gradually subsides.

Bai nianxi tries to calm down. Only when she is calm can she find a way to save
herself. Since she can't hear her voice outside, how can she ask for help Even Bai
nianxi didn't have any confidence.

"Did you find it?" He asked anxiously, looking at the panting staff.

"Woo woo Mommy... " Lolo is still sad crying, conmobei can only hold him tightly.

After calming his breath twice and speaking smoothly, he shook his head and said,
"there are not only prisons here, but also many underground caves! It's time to find out!
"

"A lot of caves?" Conmber's eyes were blazing with fire.The clerk nodded: "let's find
out our terrain first. Ji Dao knows this desert island best."

Without waiting for the staff to finish, kangmobei has already rushed to Ji Zhiye, who
is on duty near the shooting site.

"Tell me! How many caves are there on this island? "

"Ji Dao! We searched in the East. We went into the air raid shelter together, but we
didn't find Mr. Bai! Where's the next hole? "

During the interview, three female staff members who were walking together gasped
and anxiously asked.

"There are two caves in the East. Remember to mark the places you've looked for.
Some of the entrances have collapsed. It's easy to ignore them. Get a torch to light
them up!" Ji Zhiye first gave orders to the staff, and then he was about to answer his
question to kangmobei. Suddenly, on the coast, there was a motor noise that he
shouldn't have.

Kangmo North sharp back, see Musi from actually in the cockpit!



"Stop him!" With Lolo in his arms, kangmobei rushes to the cruise ship. This small
cruise ship is not only the only tool for the whole island to go out, but also relies on
this small cruise ship for all the material needs!

Musili saw from a distance that kangmobei was running with Lolo in his arms. Just
now, when kangmobei was driving the cruise ship, he hastened to speed up because he
saw the existence of musili, causing the cruise ship to run aground. After musili
launched the cruise ship, the starting speed of the cruise ship was as slow as a tortoise.

Seeing that Musi left, he was about to grab the boat and run away. Kangmobei didn't
have to think much about it. The only one who knew Bai nianxi's whereabouts was
Musi left. He must not be allowed to run away!

"Stop it for me!" It's not convenient for kangmobei to hold Lolo and fly to the cruise
ship. At the moment, the cruise ship successfully entered the water. He asked
kangmobei to hold Lolo and fall into the shallow sea with unstable center of gravity,
which aroused messy waves.

"Hum." Mousse looked away and saw that conmber fell into the sea. With a sneer, he
started the maximum power.
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